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Our forests are rich sources of biodiversity, and also clean the air we breathe, purify our water, and even offer a buffer against climate change. As more forested areas become primarily human-managed, there is a greater need for the expertise of ecologists to inform the practice of those stewarding these forests and promoting forest productivity.

Dr Chao Li at the Canadian Forest Service works with colleagues Hugh Barclay, Shongming Huang, Bernard Roitberg, Robert Lalonde, Wenli Xu, Nelson Thiffault, and Yingbing Chen to find ways to improve forest productivity. They recently sought to provide answers to a question that has long puzzled foresters: Is it possible to increase the natural growth of forest stands with the careful removal of some trees?

The Concept of Compensatory Growth

Although the notion of removing trees to promote the growth of a forest appears counter-intuitive, there is some evidence to suggest that forests bounce back swifter and with greater resilience following a minor disturbance. This is exemplified by the ecological concept of compensatory growth: accelerated growth after experiencing a period of unfavourable conditions, such as food shortage or other ecological disturbance. This phenomenon is well observed in many plants and animals, and is well known to ecologists but not necessarily to foresters. Forest managers and practitioners have been seeking a conclusive answer to the impact of such careful clearing practices for a long time. This is a difficult task, particularly given the long lifespans of trees.

The challenge is made more difficult by conflicting results in the literature. Results from short-term experiments seem to show that trees accelerate their growth in both diameter and height after precommercial thinning (cutting immature trees in a given stand before they are ready for use as commercial products). However, at the stand level, the overall yield is lower than from unthinned stands of trees. By contrast, data from some long-term experiments show that productivity in thinned stands can not only catch up, but exceed that of unthinned stands. Due to the scarcity of such long-term datasets, these cases have largely been ignored or dismissed as outliers.

To investigate the potential impact of compensatory growth on forestry, Dr Li and the team compiled three long-term forestry datasets of forest stands of varying tree species and geographical locations within Canada that have been subject to this selective clearing. They then developed a computer model to reproduce diverse forest growth patterns, allowing prediction of the impact of selective tree thinning on forest growth.

Tracking Growth in Pine and Fir Trees

Dr Li and the team drew upon the Mackay Thinning Experiment, the Petawawa Research Forest Experiment, and the Shawnigan Lake Experiment, which tracked the growth of the Lodgepole Pine, Red Pine, and Coastal Douglas Fir trees, respectively. In reviewing and processing these datasets, the team demonstrated, as expected, that compensatory growth...
seems to be just as common a phenomenon in trees as in other, shorter-lived species for which there is more readily available and less controversial data. Their results suggest that revisiting historical datasets from previous silviculture trials or longitudinal studies, even those designed for other purposes, can be useful in detecting patterns of compensatory growth.

Dr Li and his colleagues posit three key reasons why compensatory growth has remained relatively unremarked upon in forestry. First, as mentioned earlier, the long lifespan of trees makes collecting such data more difficult. Second, there is a lack of standardised, agreed-upon methods for the detection of compensatory growth. Researchers typically report absolute values when discussing stand volume, but discussion of results can be misleading if researchers use different methods to calculate that volume. Finally, there are issues around research focus and terminology. While the increased productivity that results from compensatory growth is a very desirable outcome for foresters, the topic has seldom been an explicit research focus. This is primarily due to the aforementioned lack of long-term data to draw upon. The Petawawa Research Forest Experiment even documented compensatory growth but did not term it as such, adding to the overall confusion.

Predicting Forest Productivity: The TreeCG Model

To project and predict the potential increase in forest productivity from compensatory growth, Dr Li and colleagues developed the TreeCG model. TreeCG simulates the compensatory growth of trees after experiencing a partial disturbance. It differs from more common growth and yield models that rely on age and which predict volume in a forest over time for specific tree species or forest type. Instead, TreeCG simulates the annual changes in diameter at breast height and height of individual trees within a given forest or stand of trees. As a result, TreeCG is a very broadly applicable (and critically, standardised) tool for silviculture. The mechanism behind the simulation is the redistribution of resources (such as nutrients and space) made available to surviving trees as a result of the partial disturbance. The new algorithm developed for this purpose simplified the simulations of annual growth increments of individual trees over a long period of forest growth.

A Reliable, Standardised Tool

Dr. Li and his colleagues have provided compelling evidence for compensatory growth in trees, and also provided the silviculture industry with a reliable, standardised tool for measuring it. Computer modelling is more efficient and cost-effective than conducting longitudinal studies, particularly when your subjects can live for decades or even centuries. Modelling such trends using more traditional methods requires coordination between multiple generations of researchers over a time scale that is not practical or useful for managerial or policy decision-making. Models like TreeCG offer an important complementary tool alongside more traditional experiments. Most importantly, they mean forest managers and practitioners don’t need to wait for decades of observations to become available to support managerial decision-making.
Introducing the concept of compensatory growth to silviculture provides a new framework with which to understand and address matters of ecological disturbance in forestry, and help contextualise established data that were previously difficult to explain. It also means that enhancing forest productivity from a long-term perspective is now a viable approach.

The benefits of such a flexible tool are also relevant in the context of greater ecological disturbance arising from climate change – either from the direct impact of extreme weather and harsher climate, or from indirect impacts, such as invasive species being driven beyond their home ranges. Being able to readily predict and project how a given species or ecosystem might respond to a given ecological disturbance is thus of significant potential value. This could help to predict not only how best to manage forests for commercial benefit, but also identify what forest ecosystems are at greatest risk to fire, drought, insect pest, or disease. Armed with a tool like this, ecologists and foresters could manage protected conservation areas and lumber stands alike with the precision and care necessary to meet human and nonhuman needs for forests.

The value of Dr Li's contributions may even extend beyond forestry. Similar models to TreeCG developed to model disturbance vulnerability in, for example, long-lived, slow-reproducing megafauna like whales and elephants, are likely to be of paramount importance to conservation biology. Mapping out which populations of a critically endangered species are most at risk of disease, extreme weather events, or other forms of ecological disturbance would be invaluable in informing policymaking decisions regarding their safeguarding. Modelling and predicting compensatory growth in the era of climate change will be of great value across ecology, biology, and other fields within the natural sciences.
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